
August 8, 2020

Mosaic Friends & Family,
August is our re-launch time for Disciple-Making 
Communities (DMC). In this unprecedented time, 
we want to continually resource you and your 
DMC with identity-shaping questions that help 
you gain momentum moving into the fall. At the 
end of each online service, we will put two key 
questions on the screen. Whether you use that 
time immediately following the virtual service as a 
family or DMC to connect, or find another strategic 
time throughout the week, we hope those 
questions will act simply as an aid for vulnerability, 
depth, and an ultimate end goal: discipleship. 
Each week, this discussion guide will focus on 
those same two questions.

Our prayer for you, articulated better by Paul 
himself:
For not only has the word of the Lord sounded 
forth from you in Macedonia and Achaia, but your 
faith in God has gone forth everywhere, so that 
we need not say anything. 9 For they themselves 
report concerning us the kind of reception we had 
among you, and how you turned to God from idols 
to serve the living and true God.

—1 Thessalonians 1:8-9 ESV

Share a time you have suffered in life. What effect 
did that suffering have on your life?  

Why is trusting in God's ways rather than man's so 
hard?
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Sunday                                        Acts 5:17-32

Monday Acts 5:33-6:7; 
Psalm 106:15-21; Proverbs 22:7-10

Tuesday   Acts 6:8-7:60; 
Psalm 106:22-29; Proverbs 22:11-13

Wednesday  Acts 8:1-40; 
Psalm 106:30-39; Proverbs 22:14-16

Thursday Acts 9:1-43; 
Psalm 106:40-48; Proverbs 22:17-19

Friday Acts 10:1-43; 
Psalm 107:1-6; Proverbs 22:20-22

Saturday Acts 10:44-11:18; 
Psalm 107:7-13; Proverbs 22:23-25
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